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[ORAL HEARING]

Introduction

l. In these two appeals by the Secretary of State, similar questions arose on the

procedure for reopening past decisions for errors of law and the correct application
ot'ection

27 Social Security Act 199S (sometimes referred to as the "test case rule j.

when disablement percentages have to be aggregated for the purpose of determiiiin

entitlement to disablement pension under section 103 Social Security Contributions

;ind Benefits Act 1992 and related provisions. The two cases were directed to be»et

down I'or hearing before a Tribunal of Commissioners under section 16(7) ot the

1998 Act, as involving questions of law of special difficulty.

2. We held a combined oral hearing of the two appeals. Jeremy Heath ol'he

solicitor s office, Department of Work and Pensions, appeared for the Secretary ol't,ite

.ind Scott McInally, Principal Welfare Rights Officer with the Durham County Council.

appeared for both respondents though earlier they had been represented separately. We

iecord our particular thanks to Mr Heath for his careful and comprehensive analy»i» of

the history of the substantive and procedural law in this area, produced in response to tlie

direction given for the lodging of skeleton arguments in advance of the hearinu. No

»keleton argument was provided for either of the respondents, which we tound

unt'ortunate: it meant that time had to be taken up at the hearing itself in elicitin and



identii'ying what were the real points in issue between the parties on the law, which

vvould have been unnecessary if the process of analysis involved in the preparation ot a

sl eleton argument had been carried out in advance. The use of skeleton arguments has

been found of assistance in this jurisdiction, as in virtually all others where points ot'aw

have to be argued and determined; and when directed, they must be provided.

3. The decisions at issue in these cases were given by the Secretary of State.

reversin< for error of law earlier adverse decisions of adjudicating authorities on the

ag«re«ation of disablement percentages, which had not been challenged at the time. 'l'he

reversal (which was to the claimants'dvantage) was applied as regards the whole ol the

future but only part of the past, and the question on the appeal was whether that should

have been more. To understand the effect of the later decisions it is necessary to explain

a little about the underlying issue of -'aggregation" with which they were concerned.

Background: the aggregation issue

In each of these cases the claimant was a man who had the misfortune to sutfer

more than one industrial accident or prescribed disease at different times durin his

v:orkin« life, for which separate percentages of continuing disablement had been

;issessed. In each case the question that arose was the extent to which he was entitled to

have these separate percentages added together under the "aggregation" provisions. now

in section 103 Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992, which have

applied from 1 October 1986 to determine whether a claimant qualifies foi. the

disablement pension payable under the industrial injuries scheme for disablements ol

14% or more, and if so how much that pension should be.

5. Before 1 October 1986, the industrial injury benefit scheme had contained no

provision for the aggregation of separate disablement percentages in this way. Instead.

the benefit for less serious cases of disablement from industrial accidents or diseases.

which did not by themselves qualify the claimant for disablement benefit in the form ot a

pension at the (then) threshold of 20%, had been by way of a separate individual lump

sum award of "disablement gratuity" for each assessed disablement below that figure,

without individual percentages being added together for any purpose: see in particular

section 57(5) Social Security Act 1975. Each of the claimants with whom we are

concerned had already had one or more such gratuities awarded and paid to him undel.

the pre-October 1986 provisions. The particulars of the individual assessments and

av ards were provided for us in the appeal papers but it is not necessary to set them out in

detail here, as they do not affect the point of principle. It is enough to note that each of

the claimants'arlier gratuities had been for an assessed percentage of less than 20% t'or



the individual disablement resulting from a separate accident or disease, and the relev;nlt

assessment in each case had been a final assessment of continuing disablement for lit< .

So far as the pre-October 1986 industrial injury scheme was concerned, although the

dis;ihlement thus finally assessed was a continuing one, the benefit to compensate I'or it

had been paid, on a once-for-all basis as a single lump sum.

6. The October 1986 changes to the industrial injury scheme did away v;ilh the

system of lump sum gratuities, apart from transitional cases with which it is comm<in

round we are not concerned. Instead, the only way in which an assessed percenta e
ol'isablementfrom a less serious injury or disease could now qualify a claimant I'ol an)

benefit v,as by being put together with any other percentage assessments from separ;ite

iiijuries or diseases, under the new system of "aggregation", to make up the total

percenta«e for entitlement to disablement pension. That now became the sole form
ot'is'iblementbenefit, payable at or over the reduced threshold of 14% aggre 'ite

disablement: cf. sections 94, 103 Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992

;ind the corresponding regulations under sections 108-109.

7. The aggregation system operated by reference to assessed percenta es
ot'oiitinuingdisablement. Many claimants, including these present ones, of course h,icl

still subsisting final assessments of disablement for life or shorter periods for which they

had already received single lump sum gratuities. To prevent them using the aggre ation

svstem as a means of getting extra benefit for a disablement regarded as already I'ulled

compensated by the once-for-all lump payment under the old scheme, it was provided

that ag«regation under the new one should apply only to:

the assessed percentage of any present disablement of his resulting from any other
iccident ...in respect of which a disablement gratuity was not paid to him ...after a

final assessment of his disablement" lthe original form, in para 3 sch 3 Social Security
Act 1986l

the assessed percentage of any present disablement of his —(a) which resulted
from any other accident ...and (b) in respect of which a disablement gratuity was not

paid to him after a final assessment of his disablement" )the present form, in section

103(2) Social Security Act Contributions and Benefits Act 1992l.

8. The original departmental understanding of these provisions, consistently

applied in these and other cases from 1986 onwards, was that disablement percent;i es

for which a gratuity had once been paid on a final assessment were at all times thereaf'<er

excluded from aggregation in any calculation of the percentage for a disablement

pension. If an earlier final assessment was reviewed after 1986 on medical grounds alld

an increased assessmerit for the same accident or disease substituted. then it was only th»



;imount of the increase that could count for aggregation. That was the only part ol the

reassessed disablement that had not already been compensated by the gratuity.

The decisions on aggregation

9. In each of these cases, there had been earlier decisions given on that basis h>

adjudicating authorities, applying the departmental understanding of the aggregation rule

and rel'using or limiting entitlement to disablement pension. Those decisions, given iri

1992 in case CI 2107/01 and at various dates between 1991 and 1995 in CI 2540/01.

had one unchallenged at the time as neither claimant appealed against them. Thev h,id

thus become conclusive against any entitlement to have the earlier percentages for which

ratuities had already been paid included in the aggregate disablement percenta e tor

disablement pension, except so far as the legislation allows decisions under the social

sccurit> adjudication system which have become final to be reopened: see section 117

Social Security Act 1975, section 60 Social Security Administration Act 1992.

10. It is not in dispute that those earlier decisions were in fact reopened, thou h noi

till several years later, and in due course the altered (and so far as the claimants were

concerned more favourable) decisions in question in these appeals were given instead.

Nor is it in dispute as a matter of objective fact that what caused this to happen v as that

the previous departmental understanding about the aggregation rule reflected and applied

in the original decisions had in the meantime been held incorrect as a matter ot'aw.

I hat happened in a series of Commissioners'ecisions whose effect was that these past

— ratuity" percentages ought after all to have been taken into account in later aggregation

clecisions. and not excluded from them altogether as the department had thought.

I l. The first case in which it was so held was CI 522/93, given on 24 July 1995.

I.ater cases which confirmed the availability of such percentages for aggregation, thou h

by reference to different or alternative reasoning, were CI 169S/97 and CI 4766/97.

iven on 15 and 16 December 1998. We do not need to go into the reasoning which led

to this result. For present purposes all that matters is that the Commissioners in those

c;ises did so hold, and accordingly determined that the adjudicating authorities'ecisions

in question in the appeals before them (applying the departmental understanding ot'he

aggregation rule) had been erroneous in law. The department did not appeal against the

Conimissioners'ecisions, and accordingly does not dispute that earlier decisions iven

on the basis of the same understanding were likewise erroneous in law.

12. It is fair to say it took some time for the implications of the
Commissioners'ecisions

to be assimilated, in the department and elsewhere: but in due course

< i iii- in« ~i~n~os



applications were made on behalf of these and other claimants for the earlier decisions

i»fusing or limiting aggregation to be reopened in the light of them. In case CI 2107/01.

that was done by a letter from the claimant dated I October 1999, requesting "a review

ot'iy entitlement to disablement benefit". It referred expressly to decisions CI 1698/97

Cl 4766/97 and CI 522/93, and also to an earlier reported decision R(I) 11/67, given on

25 September 1967.

l 3. Although the letter in terms spoke of a "review for change of circumstances".

the pov:er to reopen earlier decisions by way of administrative review under the Social

Security Act 1992 had ceased to apply to industrial injury cases by the time the I»tier

v 'is sent, the 1998 Act having been brought into force for such cases from 5 July I 9')').

Ii was common ground at the appeal hearing before us that the only relevant jurisdiction

iinder that Act to reopen the question of aggregation was the power under section 10

Social Security Act 1998 and regulation (6)(2)(b)(i) Social Security and Child

Support (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 1999 SI No. 991. to make a fiirther

decision 'superseding" for error of law the earlier decision that had refused it. The lett( I.

was treated in practice as an application under the 1998 Act and nothing now turns oil

ihe wording of the application, or the subsequent decision itself so far as con»erns

jurisdiction to make it. (The decision, dated 25 May 2000 at page 76c of the file in case

CI 2107/01, is expressed in terms of a "revision for official error" which suggests use of

the Secretary of State's power to revise his own previous decisions under section ')

Social Security Act 1998 and reg 3 ibid; it was common ground by the time the appeal

got betore us that this was technically incorrect because of the narrowness of the

detinition of "official error" in reg l(3), but that the substance of the decision was v holli

within section 10 and reg 6(2)(b)(i) which empowered the Secretary of State to mak» a

decision to the identical effect.)

1-'I. In case CI 2540/01, the application on behalf of the claimant to have the»;irlier

d»»ision refusing him aggregation reopened was made by a letter on his behalf dai«d

') Au ust 2000. This requested simply that the case should be looked at "to see v heth»r

or not he qualifies for a payment of disablement benefit in light of the new interpretation

ot're-1986 gratuity assessments (aggregation)". Again nothing turns on the form ol the

application, which was throughout treated as an application for the Secretary of State to

make a fuither decision under section 10 Social Security Act1998 supersedin the

»tirlier adverse one so as to add in all the claimant's continuing disablement percenta»s

lor the purpose of determining entitlement, even where gratuities had been paid. The

decision in this case was given under that power: see the copy dated 25 September 2000

i«id«d to the file in response to an earlier direction.



15. In each case after due consideration the Secretary of State did reopen the

question of aggregation. Fresh decisions were issued adding in the disablenient

percentages formerly omitted from the calculation and making an award (or an increased

av ard) of disablement pension accordingly. Because the original adverse decisions were

accepted as having been erroneous in law, the effect of each new decision, and thus the

award of additional benefit, was made retrospective for a substantial period, both before

the date of the new decision itself and before that of the application for it.

16. There was no dispute before the tribunal, and there is and can in our view be no

dispute on the appeal before us, about the validity of these fresh awards to conler

entitlement (or additional entitlement) to disablement pension for the past and future

periods they did purport to cover. We record for completeness that a question raised

durin the written stage of the appeal procedure in case CI 2107/01 about whether ihe

Secretai~ of State had been right to reopen the earlier 1992 decision at all on the

particular facts of that case was, rightly in our view, not pursued by Mr Heath, it the

'ippeal hearing before us.

17. What is in dispute in each case, as already noted, is whether the Secretai.p
ot'tate's

new decisions ought also to have conferred the extra benefit even further back in

the past. or were correctly limited in time in the way they were.

The time limitation and the test case rule

18. In each case, the Secretary of State's decision was limited so that the backdated

effect did not extend back beyond 24 July 1995. That was the date o I'he
C'ommissioners'ecision in case CI 522/93 in which the department's understanding and

practice about how to apply the aggregation rule from 1 October 1986 onwards had been

held erroneous in point of law. The limitation by reference to the date of that decision

was expressly recorded in the fresh decisions themselves.

19. The basis for the Secretary of State having limited the backwards effect ol'is

new decisions to award additional benefit was that he considered he was obliged to do

this by the test case rule in section 27 Social Security Act 199S. For this purpose. the

decision in case CI 522/93 given-on 24 July 1995 was regarded as the "test case" in

which the consistently applied practice of the Secretary of State on the aggre ation

question had first been held erroneous in law. After that decision, and followin«others

reachin the same conclusion albeit for additional or alternative reasons, it was accepted

that all previous decisions depending on the same understanding and practice had been

erroneous in law, so that the jurisdiction to reopen them on that ground had arisen. 'I hus



in;ill such cases, the giving of fresh decisions to supersede or alter earlier less favourable

()nes on the aggregation issue had in fact been carried out because of the Commissionei

s'ecisionson that issue, starting with CI 552/93, and in accordance with thenl.

('onsequently the extent of the retrospective effect of those fresh decisions fell in the

x iew ol the Secretary of State to be determined in accordance with section 27.

20. The material provisions of the rule as set out in that section are as follows:

"27. (I) ...this section applies where—

(a) the effect of the determination, whenever made, of an appeal to a

Commissioner or the court ("the relevant determination" ) is that the

adjudicating authority's decision out of which the appeal arose was

erroneous in point of law; and

(b) after the date of the relevant determination a decision falls to be made

by the Secretary of State in accordance with that determination ...
(ii) as to whether to revise, under section 9 above, a decision as

to a person's entitlement to benefit; or

(iii) on an application made under section 10 above for a

decision as to a person's entitlement to benefit to be

superseded.

(3) In so far as the decision relates to a person's entitlement to a benefit in

respect of—

(a) a period before the date of the relevant determination; .

it shall be made as if the adjudicating authority's decision had been found by the

Commissioner or court not to have been erroneous in point of law."

21. The purpose (and the effectiveness) of the rule so far as concerns the reopenin

ol earlier adverse decisions in the light of later authority in another case showing them to

have been wrong in law has been explained in Bate v Chief Adjudication Officer

[1996] 1 WLR 814 by Lord Slynn, with whom all their Lordships concurred,;il

p'igcs 820G, 821G:

"The provisions allowing for decisions to be reopened on review ...are in a sense a

concession since, contrary to the practice in the courts, they allow cases closed by, for

example, the decision of an adjudication officer to be reopened before an

adjudication officer or, on a reference by him, by a social security appeal tribunal. It

is, therefore, perhaps not surprising that some limit was introduced in the regulations

to the retrospective effect of subsequent decisions on the law....

I do not see that this is in any way interfering with the proper functioning of the

judicial hierarchy or of preventing the proper interpretation of the law. The decision

in case A above was wrong; for the future the law as declared in case B must apply;

entitlement to benefit in respect of the past, however, has been excluded by

Parliament."



22. Those observations of the House of Lords on the test case rule (in its previous

incarnation as sections 104(7)-(8) Social Security A«t 1975, section 69 Social Security

Administration A«t 1992) were concerned only with its use in the kind of case with

v,hich their Lordships in Bate, and we in these present cases, are concerned: where the

ability to reopen individual cases for past errors of law allows an inroad into the oi dinar>

principle of finality of past decisions, in the general law known as the principle ot /es

j/u/ic/.//// and in the social security field made statutory in (now) section 17 Social

Security Act 1998. The House of Lords were not concerned with any possible wider

use of the rule outside that context. or the effectiveness of any more recent additions il1

section 27 as it now appears (in particular subsections (5)-(6)); and neither in these cases

are v e.

23. The Secretary of State applied the test case rule in these cases on the basis that

-th» relevant determination" had been that of the Commissioner in CI 522/93, holding

the,idjudication officer's decision on aggregation that had given rise to the appeal in that

c;ise erroneous in law. In accordance with the determination of the Commissioner in that

c;ise. aggregation on the basis previously denied fell to be allowed; and the earlier

decisions denying it in the present cases fell to be reopened as having been erroneous in

law. Consequently it followed that the fresh decisions allowing aggregation after all v ere

decisions of the Secretary of State within section 27(1)(b): their practical effect in t'avour

ot the claimant was therefore required by section 27(3) to be limited to the period 1'rom

and after the date of the "test case" decision, which was 24 July 1995.

24. Each claimant appealed to the tribunal against the refusal to make him a

retrospective award of benefit even further back before that date. In each of the tribunal

decisions under appeal to us, the claimant's contentions succeeded and he was held

entitled to further backdating. The reasoning of the tribunals was expressed as follows.

25. In case CI 2107/01, the tribunal said in their statement of reasons at page 31
ot'he

'ippeal file:

"'The Tribunal ... considered the case of CI/522/93 which was signed on

24 July 1995, hence the restriction. The tribunal noted that Mr Commissioner Henty

stated quite specifically at paragraph 8 of his decision in CI/522/93 that the decision in

R(l) 11/67 is authority that a gratuity expires after 7 years and he followed that

decision. R(l) 11/67 is the authority for that pioposition and the Commissioner in this

case specifically stated that he followed the 1967 case. The Commissioner did not

reinterpret the law he simply at best restated it. Hence his comment that he confirmed

the decision in R(l) 11/67.

The Secretary of State's decision to restrict the payment of benefit to July 1995 is on

the grounds that the Commissioner was reinterpreting the law. That is not correct and

the tribunal therefore allowed the appeal.'



26. And in case CI 2540/01 the tribunal said, at page 58 of the appeal file:

This appeal concerns how far backdating is possible in respect of aggregable
;issessments.

The argument of the Benefits Agency is that the case Cl/1698/97 /si cj established a

"principle" and that therefore the date of this decision being 24 July 1995 became the

base date for the consideration of such questions.

The appellant argued that this case in CI/522/93 were but affirmation of existing

principles and statute which highlighted an error in the application of the law. He also

refers to R(l) 1 1/67 which was quoted by the Commissioner, in Cl/522/93. Clea rlv

R( 1) 1 1/67 could not consider aggregation as statute did not introduce this until

l. I 0.86.

On reading CI/1698/97 it is clear that the Commissioner was considering the

interpretation of section 103(2) of the Social Security Contributions and Benefits

Act 1992. The tribunal saw no reason why the appellant should not have the benefit of

this interpretation.

'I'herefore, on consideration of the law the tribunal were persuaded that that view of
the appellant was correct and allowed the appeal.".

The present limits on reopening past decisions

27. The jurisdiction to reopen past decisions with retrospective effect under (lie

Social Security Act 1998 is very limited. The scope of the Secretary of State's abi lity (o

do so is now not defined in the primary legislation itself, as it used to be under section 25

Social Security Administration Act 1992 and its predecessors. but left by sections 9

and 1 0 of the Social Security Act 1998 almost wholly at large, to be prescribed b<

re< ulations made by the Secretary of State himself. The general flavour of this method

ot legislation can be gathered from subsections (3) and (6) of section 10 ("Decisions

superseding earlier decisions") which empower him in these broad terms:

"(3) Regulations may prescribe the cases and circumstances in which, and the

procedure by which, a decision may be made under this section....

(6) Regulations may provide that in prescribed cases or circumstances, a decision

under this section shall take effect as from such other date as may be prescribed."

28. In contrast with the express provision laid down by the previous prim'ir)

le is lat ion for review of earlier decisions shown to have been erroneous in law, the rrnl)

relevant provision under the regulations made by the Secretary of State that now perm i (s

a l'resh decision to be given superseding an earlier one on this ground in such a wai as to

affect entitlement for any date before the fresh decision was applied for or given is in

re ulati on 7(6) of the Decisions and Appeals Regulations which prescribes that:

"(6) A decision made under section 10 in consequence of a decision which is a

relevant determination for the purposes of section 27 shall take effect as from the date

of the relevant determination."



29. In no other circumstances, under the law in force at the date the fresh decisions

in question in these appeals were given, is there any provision for a decision superseding,

.in earlier decision for error of law to have any retrospective effect. The correspondin<

piovision for "revision" under section 9 for "official error" was agreed not to he

applicable in this case; but in any event it is similarly limited so as to prevent effective

bacl'dating before the date of a test case identifying the error if this was one of lav: sce

reg 3(5)(a) Decisions and Appeals Regulations; section 9(3) Social Security Act 1998.

The single issue on which these appeals depend

30. The sole question on which the correctness of the tribunal's decision in each

case depended was therefore whether, given that it was necessary to identify a "relevant

deterniination" within section 27 Social Security Act 1998 before any backdating under

reg 7(6) of the Decisions and Appeals Regulations could be permissible at all, it vv.is

possible to identify any earlier decision than that of the Commissioner in CI 522/93 'in

consequence of which" the previous adverse decisions given in the present cases h;id

been altered so as to award aggregation previously refused.

31. In our judgment it is beyond argument necessary for this purpose that to tall

v ithin section 27(1)(a) as a "relevant determination", the authority relied on as th» test

case must have held an adjudicating authority's decision erroneous in law on the same

basic issue as was determined in, or was the basis of, the original adverse decision iven

in the instant case. Otherwise the fresh decision of the Secretary of State, reversing the

et'tect ot the original decision as now seen to have been erroneous in law, could not

properly be said to have been given "in consequence of'r to have 'allen to be made i11

accordance with" the authority of the test case: there is in our view no material

dit't'erence between those two formulations so far as these cases are concerned.

32. So far as the single issue on which the cases before us depend is concerned.

Mr Heath on behalf of the Secretary of State contended that the Commissioner s

decision in CI 522/93 had to be the "relevant determination" for the purposes
ot'ection

27, since it was the first judicial decision which had held an adjudicating

authority s decision applying the previous less favourable departmental practice about

a re ation to have been erroneous in law. Since aggregation had been introduced into

the industrial injuries benefit scheme for the first time only on 1 October 1986 and h;id

nevci been a feature of that scheme before, the decisive issue could by definition never

have arisen before that date. Thus it was impossible for any earlier decision on a

ditt'erent issue to be a "relevant determination" for this purpose. Consequently, the

maximum possible backdating of the fresh decisions given here was to 24 July 1995.

10



33, It was initially contended on behalf of the claimants that these were not cases

within the proper scope of section 27 Social Security Act 1998 at all, or that it'hci

weie the 'relevant determination" should be the reported decision in R(l) 11/67:

admittedly not a case deciding anything about aggregation, but one referred to by tlie

C. Onlnlissioner in CI 522/93 as supporting the reasoning that led him to give the decision

he did. However in the course of oral argument Mr McInally very properly conceded

tli it under the regulations any question of backdating in these cases was gover.ned b>

section 27, without which there could be none. He further conceded that it was not

possible to point to any case earlier than CI 522/93 in which the department's practice oI

refusin~ aggregation in comparable cases after I October 1986 had been held erroneous

in law: and that it was the giving of /hat decision, and the subsequent confirmation ot'ts

et'feet in other Commissioners'ecisions, that had as a matter of objective fact caused the

applic,itions to be made to the Secretary of State for the earlier decisions excludin~

a aggregation in these cases to be reopened, and caused the fresh decisions to be given bi

the Secretary of State reversing their effect.

34. He was also undeniably right in our judgment to concede, as he did, that the

decision of the Chief Commissioner in R(l) 11/67, given on 25 September 1967, did not

and could not have determined anything about the way a disablement percentage was to

be tat en into account for aggregation after 1986. Aggregation was not and could not

have been the issue in that case. It was concerned only with certain provisions then in

force about the payment of benefit where there were successive overlapping assessments

for the same injury or disease, and with the effect for that purpose of a notion,il

-p,ivment period" attributed under the regulations to gratuities paid, even thou h the

,issessment of disablement was (for all purposes other than payment) one for a ion~ cr

period of years, or for life.

Conclusion

35. In our judgment the concessions made by Mr Mclnally in the course ol

,irgument were inevitable, and the appeals by the Secretary of State unanswerable. I-:.ach

tribunal misdirected itself in purporting to award benefit or to direct aggregation Ioi. ani

period before 24 July 1995, contrary to the express requirements of the legisl,ition.

'I'here can be no question of the reported decision of the Chief Commissioner in

R(l) 11/67 on 25 September 1967 having been a "relevant determination" for the present

purpose. for the simple reason that in Mr McInally's apt phrase it has "nothing to tell us

on the issue of aggregation", which was determined judicially by a Commissioner on

«ppeal tor the first time in CI 522/93.

11



36. The Secretary of State has in each of these cases very properly taken the

i etrospective effect of his fresh decisions back to the date of the decision in CI 522/93.

«s heing the earliest decision by a Commissioner holding the post-October 1986

departmental practice on aggregation to have been erroneous in law. We consider that i»

in accordance with the Parliamentary intention, and the proper way of applying th test

case rule where successive judicial decisions have held the decisions of adjudicating

authorities on the same issue to have been erroneous in point of law; even where. is

here. those decisions rely on different or alternative reasoning to reach the same practical

result and it takes some time for the implications of the original one to be digested hy

depaiamental and/or claimants'dvisers and translated into action. It is not necessar> tor

us to comment on whether anything in section 27 as it now stands (for example the

phrase "in accordance with", which differs from previous formulations of the rule)

would have enabled the Secretary of State to seek to apply the rule in some nidor»

questionable way, to the disadvantage of claimants. He has not at any stage sought to .Io

so in these cases and we have no reason to suppose he ever would. Similarly we express

no view on the validity or propriety of any use of the present section 27 outside th»

purpose affirmed and explained by the House of Lords in Bate, paragraph 21 supra.

37. The appeals by the Secretary of State in each of these cases are accordin ly

allowed and the decisions of the two tribunals set aside. In exercise of the power in

section 14(a) Social Security Act 1998 we substitute in each case the decision we;ir»

satisfied the tribunal should have given, namely that the decision of the Secret,iry
ol't'ite

awarding aggregation of the disablement percentages previously excluded. hut

limitin the retrospective effect to the period from and after 24 July 1995, was correct

,ind is confirmed. In case CI 2107/01 that decision is to have effect as a decision

superseding the earlier adverse decisions under section 10 Social Security Act 1998.

instead of a "revision" under section 9.

(Signed)

HH Judge M Harris
Chief Commissioner

P L Howell

R JC Angus

Commissioners

13 May 2002
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